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xv

Introduction

This book was written in response to many requests from schools to
provide a clearly articulated set of performance tasks for teaching and

assessment in science. Steeped in the sweeping ideas of Project 2061 as
presented in the American Association for the Advancement of Science’s
Science for All Americans and Benchmarks for Science Literacy and the
National Research Council’s National Science Education Standards, we have
formulated a set of carefully crafted prototypes to show the alignment of
performance-based instruction with classroom assessment.

To provide opportunities for students to show what they know and
don’t know and what they can and cannot yet do throughout the instruc-
tional process, multiple and varied assessment methods must be
employed. At the heart of these methods is the notion of a performance
context. Through performance contexts, teachers can engage students in a
series of multidimensional tasks that match the work of practicing scien-
tists and mathematicians. By participating in such tasks, students develop
new concepts or build on existing concepts and practice skills and think-
ing strategies within an inquiry context. Seamlessly, students demonstrate
what they are learning through observable behaviors, notebooks or learn-
ing logs, drawings and illustrations, data analyses and explanations, peer
interviews, teacher-student interviews, demonstrations, and projects.
Educators are urged to employ a wide variety of assessment tools to cre-
ate student profiles that are based on valid and reliable assessments.

We have designed a set of performance contexts that offer students
the opportunity to demonstrate knowledge and multiple science abilities
through investigation, data gathering and analysis, communication, appli-
cation, problem solving, inventiveness, and persistence. The specific knowl-
edge and science abilities are drawn from those identified in Benchmarks for
Science Literacy (American Association for the Advancement of Science,
1993), The National Science Education Standards (National Research Council,
1996), and Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics Standards 2000 Project Writing Group, 2000).
They are models for school districts and teachers to use in developing their
own meaningful performance tasks for instruction and assessment. As pro-
totypes, they illustrate a new way of looking at instructional activities and
ongoing assessment in science, mathematics, and language. As assessments,
they enable students to demonstrate their understanding of concepts, skills,
and attitudes embedded within learning tasks.

The performance tasks in this book do not single out small individual
components of the national standards; that is, they are not meant to mea-
sure one concept or skill at a time. Rather, these learning tasks are rich and
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filled with opportunities for students to develop and show their under-
standing of concepts, practice skills, and exhibit desirable habits of mind.
The performances allow students to examine the world in a variety of
ways while simultaneously yielding reliable performance data.

■ ASSESSING UNDERSTANDING

Humans strive to make sense of the world around them; it is part of
human nature to seek understanding. Not surprisingly, both parents and
students rely on the nation’s schools to achieve understanding in the
content areas. But what is understanding? This word is used in many
different ways and contexts. If understanding is the desired outcome of
instruction, educators must recognize the multidimensional aspects of the
concept and carefully assess the congruence of their instructional practices
to these different dimensions. For instance, in the context of science,
knowledge may be viewed as having dimensions that relate to three levels
of understanding: knowledge as information, knowledge as relationship,
and knowledge as metacognition. An increasingly sophisticated level of
knowing characterizes each dimension.

Knowledge as Information (Level One)
The first level of understanding includes a set of facts or information that

one might accumulate and store internally as mental images. Informational
knowledge is important merely as a first step toward reaching under-
standing. Traditional tests tend to focus on this level of knowledge for 
several reasons: (l) paper-and-pencil test items dealing with factual infor-
mation are readily available; (2) testing time to engage in thought-provoking
questions is not needed; (3) a broader range of topics can be assessed at the
lower level; and (4) a set of facts is often all the teacher knows or has time
to teach about a topic. More sophisticated levels of understanding are sel-
dom assessed and, therefore, are left to chance.

Knowledge as Relationship (Level Two)
A more advanced level of knowledge goes beyond the information or

content level that is part of one’s mental image. This level focuses on the
relationships between mental constructs and experiences. At this level of
understanding, students are able to generate justifications and explana-
tions for their mental images. For instance, when a student identifies rocks
by their names and observable properties and knows the rocks in terms of
their mineral compositions or the manner in which they were formed, the
student has achieved a higher level of knowing. At this level, students are
able to relate rocks to other curricular content and processes and to their
formation in the natural world, thus demonstrating a broader and deeper
understanding. Ultimately, the student views rocks as part of larger con-
structs such as matter, cycle, and change. This level of understanding can
be effectively assessed in an activity-driven performance.

xvi INTEGRATING SCIENCE WITH MATHEMATICS & LITERACY
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Knowledge as Metacognition (Level Three)
The third level of knowledge goes beyond what one already knows

and the connections to related concepts and phenomena. It challenges the
boundaries of the learner’s mental images and experiences. Through
inquiry, students are able to think about their own thinking, critique what
they know, and generate new questions that reach beyond the knowledge
they already possess. Such questions are generated by encountering new
experiences in a somewhat “risky” manner, since challenging the limits of
what one knows includes admitting that one does not have all the answers
or knowledge. For example, in a physics class, students might study vari-
ous types of forces and see them in action. Students may learn the concept
of force through a knowledge base (Level One) and through firsthand
experience at an amusement park (Level Two). The realization of force
becomes a set of mental images coupled with experiential learning and
problem solving. Once the student reaches a relational level of concept
understanding within the realm of physics, the student can further inves-
tigate a concept through inquiry into the psychological and social forces
operating within complex systems and in other contexts.

COMPONENTS OF MEANINGFUL 
PERFORMANCE TASKS ■

The prototypical performance tasks in this book have been designed to
allow students to move beyond the level of informational knowledge.
Each task provides opportunities for students to explore their under-
standing of science, mathematics, and language through inquiry and
applications. The performance tasks permit students to ask questions,
investigate natural phenomena, and explore new relationships. The tasks
enable students to exhibit at least two levels of understanding and allow
teachers the opportunity to go beyond what is addressed in these activi-
ties. To accommodate important educational goals, each task has been
carefully constructed to include the following components or criteria.

Thoughtful, Engaging Approaches
As far as possible, the performances promote higher-order thinking

and help develop more complex cognitive functions. Students have an
opportunity to display different levels of understanding during these per-
formances, ranging from concept introduction to concept application.
Students will ask questions, engage in investigations, exhibit understand-
ing, make meaningful applications, and perform other tasks requiring
complexity of thought.

Rich Opportunities for Problem Solving
The prototypical performance tasks allow students to solve problems

and apply learning in a variety of ways. They encourage students to

xviiINTRODUCTION
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explore different problem-solving paths and demonstrate understanding
in meaningful ways. As such, these performances include both guided
inquiry and open inquiry tasks, active rather than passive learning expe-
riences, and authentic rather than contrived contexts. In addition, they
address essential rather than tangential learning goals.

Science Concepts
The performances are focused on the basic concepts of science at the

fourth- through ninth-grade levels. The performance tasks address the
unifying concepts and processes of science through the major topics that
relate to them (e.g., magnetism, water cycle, transfer of energy, pollution,
and the like).

Process Skills and Thinking Strategies
The performances are rich with the process skills of science, such as

observing, classifying, measuring, making inferences, predicting, data col-
lecting, and drawing conclusions, as well as complex thinking skills such
as reasoning, comparing, and problem solving. The prototypical perfor-
mances employ and assess a variety of skills within each task.

Habits of Mind
Throughout history, people have passed down values, attitudes, and

perspectives about knowledge from one generation to another. These can be
thought of as habits of mind because they relate to an outlook toward
knowledge and learning and ways of thinking and acting. Habits of mind in
the context of science include a willingness to take risks and the ability to
formulate questions, exhibit curiosity, show persistence, analyze informa-
tion with an open mind, and display a healthy skepticism. The prototypical
performances enable students to develop and practice these habits of mind.

Science-Technology-Society Connections 
The prototypical performances are set within a real-life context.

Students are asked to investigate science problems and questions that are
relevant to the society in which they live. The performances also require
students to consider the relationships and applications of science
principles to technology and to the local, state, national, and global
society. In this work, the relationships will be referred to as S-T-S (science-
technology-society).

■ THE PERFORMANCE TASKS IN THIS BOOK

Although the learning and assessment tasks in this book have strong
science components, they have been constructed to reflect the new visions
for mathematics and language literacy as well. The tasks include many of
the components of mathematical power, as discussed in Chapter 2, along
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with the discourse that closely ties to language literacy. The analytic rubric
provided for each performance task identifies indicators of learning that
relate to the unifying concepts and processes of science, as well as indica-
tors of learning from mathematics and language literacy. The rubric is
described in detail in Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 is intended to guide you in understanding our prototypical
models and to help you develop authentic performance tasks through
which indicators of learning that are of interest and value to you can be
assessed. This chapter also describes the importance of integrating instruc-
tion with ongoing formative assessment so that these tasks are seamlessly
intertwined.

The performance tasks that comprise Chapters 5 through 13 provide
a variety of ways to teach meaningful concepts and skills and assess
students’ understanding of concepts, acquisition of process skills, and
ability to make real-world (S-T-S) applications. Each chapter includes one
or more hands-on activities through which to develop concept under-
standing, skills, and applications. The tasks provide opportunities 
for learning and for ongoing assessment. For more formal assessment, a
set of sample criterion-referenced test questions (most at the knowledge/
comprehension level) related to a few of the basic concepts and a writing
prompt are offered. Suggestions are given for adding indicators of learn-
ing as needed and for scoring the writing prompts.

WHAT’S NEW IN THIS EDITION ■

The roles of standards and assessment in public school education have
changed dramatically since this book was first written in the mid-90s. In
this new and revised edition, the visions for science, mathematics, and lan-
guage arts are more clearly articulated and aligned with national and state
standards. The prototypic performance assessments have evolved into
powerful models of standards-based instruction that engage students in
meaningful learning and formative assessments that provide feedback to
guide instruction. 

The multidimensional performance tasks illustrate new ways of
approaching instruction and assessment in science, mathematics, and lan-
guage. As instructional activities, the tasks model inquiry-based science in
ways that research has shown improves student achievement and they
demonstrate a variety of ways to embed mathematics and literacy in
science. As assessments, the tasks focus on important indicators of learn-
ing linked to standards and enable students to demonstrate their under-
standing of concepts, skills, and habits of mind within meaningful
contexts.

xixINTRODUCTION
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What Is
Science?

S cience is often thought of as a body of knowledge dealing with vari-
ous aspects of the physical and biological world. Does this mean that

the road to understanding each discipline of science is simply a journey
through massive amounts of information and mastery of disconnected
concepts?

To the contrary, more contemporary definitions of science and science
education view concept acquisition as but one piece of a broader, richer pic-
ture. Science for All Americans (American Association for the Advancement
of Science [AAAS], 1989) defines science education as education in natural
and social sciences, mathematics, and technology. This larger vision of
science focuses on inquiry about the physical world in the context of
society. This vision can be thought of as a puzzle that comprises an intri-
cate interplay of several pieces: concept understanding; process skills;
habits of mind; and connections among science, technology, and society.
The pieces of science, just as the pieces in a puzzle, are not meaningful in
and of themselves. Rather, each piece must be studied within the frame-
work of the other pieces.

SCIENTIFIC LITERACY

It is not enough for education to be self-serving.
Science education needs to prepare citizens to
deal with global, national, and local problems
such as population growth; loss of resources;
and the effects of pollution, disease, and
social strife. The definition of science literacy
includes the following characteristics (AAAS,
1989):

• Familiarization with the natural world
• Awareness of how mathematics, science,

and technology are related to one another
• Understanding of key concepts and prin-

ciples of science

■

3

1

Process Skills

Science-
Technology-Society

Connections

Concept
Understanding

Science Literacy Puzzle

Habits of Mind
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• Ability to think scientifically
• Knowledge that science, mathematics, and technology are human

enterprises and what that implies about their strengths and limitations
• Ability to use scientific knowledge and ways of thinking for per-

sonal and social purposes

This hallmark description of science literacy, developed by the
American Association for the Advancement of Science, was endorsed and
enriched by the collaborative work of the National Research Council
(NRC). In its 1996 release of the National Science Education Standards (NSES),
the council stated that scientific literacy

means that a person can ask, find, or determine answers to questions
derived from curiosity about everyday experiences. This means that
a person has the ability to describe, explain, and predict natural phe-
nomena. Scientific literacy entails being able to read with under-
standing articles about science and to engage in social conversation
about the validity of conclusions. Scientific literacy implies that
person can identify scientific issues underlying national and local
decisions and express positions that are scientifically and technolog-
ically informed. Scientific literacy also implies the capacity to pose
and evaluate arguments based on evidence and to apply conclu-
sions from such arguments appropriately. (p. 22)

In order to accomplish the goal of scientific literacy, key components
should be carefully and creatively integrated into the school curriculum.
Such curriculum components derived from the list of characteristics above
might include the following:

• A knowledge base emphasizing basic concepts and principles as
well as more abstract concepts such as unity and diversity

• An understanding of the interrelationships of science, technology,
and society (S-T-S connections)

• Strengths and limitations of science as a human enterprise
• The ability to think and trust the thinking process and to develop

problem-solving skills and processes
• The ability to read and interpret science publications, evaluate argu-

ments based on evidence, and apply conclusions

Take a moment to reflect on the science curriculum with which you
work. Analyze it with regard to the components of scientific literacy noted
above. The results of your analysis will assist you in determining the
degree to which your educational program matches the new vision for
science education. Such an analysis is a crucial step in the development of
meaningful tasks for learning and assessment.

Concept Understanding
The traditional fields of science are biology, physics, chemistry,

and earth science. Environmental science might be considered a separate

4 THEORY

Δ The key
components of
scientific literacy
should be carefully
and creatively
integrated into the
school curriculum.
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category or it might be included in earth science or biology. While it might
appear that these categories are universally understood since textbooks
are generally organized under these headings, the arbitrary designations
do little to define the concept knowledge base of science. For example,
many branches of science, such as oceanography and ecology, have biolog-
ical and physical aspects as interrelated components of study.

A more appropriate portrayal of the concept areas of science is as a set
of universally accepted unifying concepts and processes or “big ideas”
that thread throughout major areas of study of the natural world. When
viewed in this larger, broader context, a set of cognitive “frames” is iden-
tified that becomes the foundation for building and structuring knowl-
edge over time (Musial & Hammerman, 1993).

Science curriculum is often presented in the form of topics, but most
commonly taught topics are merely subcategories of bigger ideas, also
called unifying concepts. An example of a set of related unifying concepts
is “system, order, and organization.” An important concept underlying
these unifying concepts is the notion of “cycle.” A cycle can be defined as
a continuous series of events that repeats itself over time. The events in a
cycle can be repeated at regular or variable intervals. Thus, a cycle is a type
of system having order and organization. At the primary school level, the
cycle of day and night may be introduced. The regularity of the day and
night cycle can be easily observed in a short period of time. The cycle of
the seasons takes longer to observe, but over the course of the year
students can recognize the varying characteristics of seasonal change.
Some cycles, like the water cycle, do not occur at regular intervals but
there is, nevertheless, order and organization. Some life cycles can be
observed in a relatively short time span, such as the life cycle of the dark-
ling beetle, but other cycles, such as the rock-soil cycle or certain chemical
cycles, are not as regular or as easily observed firsthand.

Regardless of which examples of cycles are studied, students need to
understand that all the examples represent the larger unifying concept of
system (with order and organization). The unifying concepts are also called
cognitive frames of thought such as those that may be introduced early in
a child’s life and known through just a few examples. Over time, cognitive
frames expand and develop through exposure to multiple examples, expe-
riences, and connections. Every cognitive frame has a broad meaning that
students will use to make sense of a more abstract, complex world.

The characteristics common to the cycle of the seasons and the life cycle
of the frog may not be apparent to most
students. However, an effective, integrated cur-
riculum will identify similarities and differences
between the examples and recognize their rela-
tionships to the unifying concepts. Unifying
concepts are useful because they go across dis-
ciplines. Examples of cycles are found in his-
tory, mathematics, economics, and other areas
of study.

Existing commonalities between the
knowledge base of science and other disci-
plines provide a natural way to classify infor-
mation so that the brain can recall it more easily. Information relating to

5WHAT IS SCIENCE?

Δ A more
appropriate portrayal
of the content areas
of science is as a
set of universally
accepted unifying
concepts and
processes or “big
ideas” that thread
throughout major
areas of study of the
natural world.

Unifying Concepts and
Processes of Science:

• Systems, order, and organization
• Evidence, models, and explanations
• Constancy, change, and measurement
• Evolution and equilibrium
• Form and function
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science becomes far more manageable when students realize that most of
it will fit into a set of unifying concepts and processes.

Process Skills and Thinking Strategies
The process skills of science are ways of thinking and acting used by

scientists in their work. On a basic level, observation, classification, and
prediction skills are used. At a higher level, the thinking skills of hypothe-
sizing, controlling experimental variables, and drawing conclusions
engage students in learning about the natural world. The inquiry approach
to learning science is rich with process and thinking skills that allow
students to become active learners, make use of their senses, and become
involved emotionally. Thus, students are able to make more meaningful
connections.

Process and thinking skills are embedded in the procedures of an
activity. The names of the skills should be used and reinforced by teachers
so that each skill name becomes familiar to students, enabling them to use
the vocabulary when they explain their learning. Although there is no uni-
versal list of scientific process skills or complex thinking skills, Figures 1.1
and 1.2 provide samples of those found in the literature.

6 THEORY

Science Process Skills

Observation: the use of one or more of the senses to identify properties of objects and
natural phenomena 

Classification: a system or method for arranging or distributing objects, events, or information

Making Inferences: giving explanations for an observation or conclusions based on logic and
reasoning

Prediction: forecasting future events or conditions

Measurement: making quantitative observations by comparing an object, event, or other phe-
nomenon to a conventional or nonconventional standard

Using Numbers: counting and creating categories; applying mathematical rules or formulae
to quantities

Creating Models: using two- or three-dimensional graphic illustrations or other multisensory
representations to communicate ideas or concepts

Defining Operationally: naming or defining objects, events, or phenomena on the basis of
their functions and/or identified characteristics

Identifying Variables: recognizing factors or events that are likely to change under certain
conditions

Formulating Hypotheses: making statements that are tentative and testable; a special type
of prediction that suggests relationships between variables

Recording and Interpreting Data: collecting, storing (through writing, drawing, audio or
visual display, etc.), and analyzing information that has been obtained through the senses

Drawing Conclusions: making summary statements that follow logically from data collected
throughout an experience or experiences

Figure 1.1
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